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How is Prayer
Space Beneficial?
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Facilitating multi-faith prayer spaces in schools is simple to achieve
and has wide-reaching benefits for students and the school
environment.
Prayer is an integral part of Islamic faith, and supporting this
practice allows Muslim students to develop their religious identities
with confidence and feel secure in their positions as members of
society.
However, the benefits of a multi-faith prayer space are not
restricted to Muslim children, but also contribute towards nurturing
healthy religious identities for students of all faiths.
Moreover, studies have demonstrated the value of meditation,
mindfulness, and contemplative practice for young people in
combatting stress, improving social and academic skills, and generally promoting mental wellbeing. The University of Surrey found that
participants who engaged in mindfulness showed a 58% reduction
in anxiety and a 40% reduction in stress.
Querstret, Dawn, Mark Cropley, and Chris Fife-Schaw. 2018. “The Effects Of An Online Mindfulness Intervention On Perceived Stress,
Depression And Anxiety In A Non-Clinical Sample: A Randomised Waitlist Control Trial”. Mindfulness 9 (6): 1825-1836.
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WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP
MY MUSLIM
EMPLOYEES
What
Does
DURING RAMADAN?

The
Law
Say?
1. Be flexible with working hours
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The Public Sector Equality Duty,
created by Section 149 of the
Equality Act 2010, demands that
public bodies (such as schools)
must give due regard to the
need to:
• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and
victimisation, and any
other unlawful conduct in
the Equality Act 2010.
• Advance equality of opportunity between people who
share a protected characteristic and those who do not.
• Foster good relations between
people who share a protected

characteristic and those who
do not.
At the same time, Article 9 of
the Human Rights Act 1998
(freedom of thought, belief and
religion) protects the right to put
your thoughts and beliefs into
action, including:
• The right to wear religious
clothing,
• And the right to take part in
religious worship.
As public bodies, schools must
respect and protect these human
rights.
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What Does This
Mean For Schools?
In other words, schools must always consider how their policies or decisions
impact people who are protected under the Equality Act.

Querstret, Dawn, Mark Cropley, and Chris Fife-Schaw. 2018. “The Effects Of An Online Mindfulness Intervention O
Depression And Anxiety In A Non-Clinical Sample: A Randomised Waitlist Control Trial”. Mindfulness 9 (6): 1825-1
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Department for Education, “Equality Act 2010: Advice for Schools,” GOV.UK, June 28, 2018,
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/equality-act-2010-advice-for-schools
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Simple accommodations, such as
providing prayer space, are therefore important steps in fulfilling
this Public Sector Equality Duty
as they support students to fully
engage with public life through
encouraging confidence in their
identity and sense of belonging.

On Perceived Stress,
1836.
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• Greater awareness and work adjustments are likely to lead to an
improved well-being and improved sense of being valued by you
as their employer
• If Muslims feel their workplace is supportive in Ramadan, they
are twice as likely to stay at their current place of employment
If you require further information, please contact info@mend.org.uk
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Schools must also be aware of avoiding any direct or indirect discrimination
against people with protected characteristics protected by the Equality Act.
According to the Equality and Human Rights Commission;

“The way in which school
facilities are provided can
lead to discrimination.”
The commission gives the example of a school that does not provide
Halal food in its canteen for its Muslim students, which means that they are
unable to eat school lunches. “This is likely to be indirect religion or belief
discrimination, because the school is unlikely to be able to justify this action.”
“Technical Guidance for Schools in England,” Technical Guidance for Schools in England | Equality and Human Rights Commission, accessed February 14, 2021,
https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/publication-download/technical-guidance-schools-england
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“A school’s obligation to pupils covers
everything that a school provides for
pupils and goes beyond just the formal
education it provides. It covers all school
activities such as extracurricular and
leisure activities, afterschool and
homework clubs, sports activities and
school trips, as well as school facilities
such as libraries and IT facilities.”
Technical Guidance for Schools in England (The Equality and Human Rights Commission)
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WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP
MY MUSLIM EMPLOYEES
DURING RAMADAN?
1. Be flexible with working hours

How Do We Put
This Into Practice?

The Employment Rights Act 1996 states that every employee has the statutory right to
ask to work flexibly after 26 week’s employment service. It is preferable that pre-agreed
arrangements are made between the employer and Muslim employee with regards to
flexible shift patterns in the month of Ramadan:
•

people may prefer to start later in the morning and finish later

•

or they may prefer to start earlier and finish earlier

•

talk to your employee about their preferences

Querstret, Dawn, Mark Cropley, and Chris Fife-Schaw. 2018. “The Effects Of An Online Mindfulness Intervention On Perceived Stress, Depression And Anxiety In A Non-Clinical Sample: A Randomised Waitlist Control Trial”. Mindfulness 9 (6): 1825-1836.
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The provision of a multi-faith prayer space is relatively simple to
facilitate and should ideally provide space and equipment for daily
prayers, Friday congregational prayers, and washroom facilities.
Atkinson Road Primary Academy, a non-faith school in Newcastle
opened its first multi-faith prayer room in 2016. The inspiration for
the room came from a young Muslim pupil who needed to pray on
the first day of school but noticed that the direction of Mecca (the
direction in which Muslims are required to pray) was unclear. The
room is now equipped with bibles, rosary beads, skullcaps, hijabs,
and prayer mats and is available for use during break and lunchtimes.
Pupils at the school stated that “it’s a very nice thing for everybody”.
Similarly, Leytonstone School,
a secondary school in East
London, welcomes all students to use their prayer facilities for quiet
reflection and operates a ‘prayer club’ for Muslim students to pray
with a sermon delivered on Fridays by a member of staff.
Such accommodations are simple but have a lasting impact on the
self-development of students.
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What About if
a School has
Closed its Prayer
Space Because of
COVID-19?
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While Article 9 of the Human Rights Act 1998 protects the right to
practice one’s religion, this right is not absolute.
If a public body (such as a school) wishes to interfere with this right,
they must show that its policy is lawful, necessary, and proportionate in order to protect public safety, public order, public health, or
the rights and freedoms of other people.
In light of COVID-19, a school may be able to argue that it is
necessary and proportionate to close its prayer space in order to
protect the health and safety of its staff and students.
However, a school would first have to be able to prove that it is
unable to facilitate adjustments, such as socially distanced
prayer, as is currently being practised by other religious institutions.
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My School Doesn’t
provide a Prayer
Space. What Can I Do?
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Read the school’s policies, procedures,
and guidelines which are usually published on the governance section of
their website.
Speak to the Headteacher
Discuss with them:
•
•
•
•

The benefits of a prayer space,
Why it is important to you/ your child,
What the law says,
What their current policies
and procedures state,
• How they can create a prayer space.
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I Have Spoken to My School But They
Haven’t Agreed to Create a Prayer
Space. What Can I Do?

At any time during the process you can contact the
Islamophobia Response Querstret,
UnitDawn,
(IRU).
Mark Cropley, and Chris Fife-Schaw. 2018. “The Effects Of An Online Mindfulness Intervention O

Depression And Anxiety In A Non-Clinical Sample: A Randomised Waitlist Control Trial”. Mindfulness 9 (6): 1825-1
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discrimination as a result of their Muslim faith (or perceived Muslim
faith). The IRU offers a platform for victims of Islamophobic hate
If you require further information, please contact info@mend.org.uk
crime and discrimination to confidentially report and share their
experiences and serves as a source for free legal assistance.
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The IRU serves three
main functions:
• Data collection and
monitoring,
• The provision of free
legal support and
police liaison,

On Perceived Stress,
1836.

• Provision of basic
emotional support,
and signposting to
further professional
sources of emotional
support if required.

Find out more and contact the IRU
at www.theiru.org.uk
0203 904 6555 | info@theiru.org.uk
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